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INTRODUCTION
Residents and businesses in Charlevoix have clear expectations for the city: they want place,
community spaces optimized for social uses that foster connections and enhance the quality of
life. They want economic opportunity, infrastructure supporting our expanded businesses and
resources for young entrepreneurs to bring their ideas to full realization. Through continuously
supported community and economic development, the promise Charlevoix holds can be reached
by all who seek it: be it workers wanting gainful employment; families looking for a community to
settle in; or travelers searching for the idyllic escape.
Investments in the community don’t reach their full potential until our stakeholders are aware of
the changes being made. Without a comprehensive communication plan programs and services
that residents want could exist without satisfying the latent demand; likewise, businesses seeking
to expand from other areas or states may overlook Charlevoix if unaware of the competitive
incentives we offer to the employers or the bountiful amenities we provide to workers. Herein lies
the need for concrete marketing efforts. Marketing seeks to tailor the assets and business climate
of our community to the target audiences sought, effectively packaging appealing information to
recipients for targeted growth.
This marketing strategy serves as a guiding document for our marketing efforts. It details the
importance of collaboration in marketing, describes our partners’ efforts to positively advertise
the city, discusses an over view of our targeted demographics, analyzes where our marketing is
successful, and where we could improve and expand upon in our activities.
One may note that descriptive data on spending or a quantifiable marketing evaluation is not
detailed in this document. The omission of this information is necessary for multiple reasons. The
first being complete financial details of marketing (such as advertising buys or event revenues and
expenditures) are proprietary to our private and non-profit marketing partners. Secondly, the
quantified data is important for the competitive success of Charlevoix in Michigan and across the
United States. If other cities with comparable demographics and amenities were aware of the
methods behind our successful ventures, they would be able to exert their own resources in a
similar capacity, crowding out the benefits without sharing the costs of trial and research.
The general nature of this document is beneficial for all in the community. It permits our local
stakeholders comprehension for our efforts in “selling” their products and services to visitors, and
helps communicate to our community the actions that are being taken to grow the number of
residents who seek to participate in our year-round activities and economy. Those who would like
to see a greater number and variety of businesses in our area may be interested in the strategy
(along with our partnering Economic Development Strategy), as would incoming staff members or
elected public officials.
The adoption of a marketing strategy is a best practice recommended by the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation and required for Redevelopment Ready Community Certification,
which the City of Charlevoix has been pursuing since 2017. This strategy will be updated regularly
to reflect the changes in directive or local, state, and national trends.
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PARTNERS MARKETING CHARLEVOIX
City of Charlevoix
The City of Charlevoix does not regularly practice marketing in extensive capacity. The city has
partnered with the Chamber of Commerce and Visit Charlevoix in long-ranging promotions,
agreements, and contracts to advertise, market and hold promotions on the City’s behalf.
The marketing activities that do occur by the City of Charlevoix focus on communicating
programs or services to residents and visitors in the city proper and in local, outlying areas such
as Charlevoix Township and Charlevoix County. The city has social media accounts that are
largely successful, such as the recreation Facebook page which generates greater engagements
counts than there are people in the city. Pages also exist for general city functions, the marina,
and the airport. Marketing of services can also occur in print or digital brochures, displaying
recreation programs or events. Data analytics have a heavy influence in who is targeted by
Charlevoix, seen in the airport’s decision to partner with other small airfields to collaboratively
target general aviation while standard airline travel and corporate travel grow organically.
Other city functions may indirectly contribute to marketing efforts. DPW maintenance on streets
and utility lines increase the desirability of Charlevoix to residents and businesses, as does the
general beatification efforts that occur in our parks, public art, and flower plantings. A wellmaintained city creates positive externalities in other organizations’ efforts to advertise to far-away
markets. The City’s Farmer’s Market program has launched businesses that were once weekly
vendors into year-round brick and mortar storefronts. And while marketing can bring developers
and enterprises to the table, our innovative zoning ordinances and transparent planning
documents ensure that businesses routinely choose our city. Filled storefronts and fast selling
properties effectively communicate that Charlevoix is a place to live for residents, and a place to
launch for business leaders.
Charlevoix Area Chamber of Commerce:
The Charlevoix Area Chamber of Commerce is a non-profit business advocacy organization that
seeks to advance the interests of its network and members. With over 440 businesses,
organizations, and individuals represented, the Chamber of Commerce has access to the pulse of
development and economic productivity in the city and its surrounding region. While still serving
the needs of businesses individually, in recent years the Chamber has begun transitioning to
marketing the region at higher industry-specific levels. These broader advertisements seek to
advance the education, manufacturing, and health and wellness industries, as well as
representing the culture of Charlevoix's civic and art organizations . Through these efforts, the
Chamber displays the competitive assets the community holds in addition to its business
opportunities to potential residents, firms, and visitors alike.
The Chamber of Commerce participates in marketing activities with the coordination of events
and promotions. Business expos, merchant open houses, and seasonal festivals
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PARTNERS MARKETING CHARLEVOIX
provide opportunities for vendors to increase their public profile while selling their wares. The
Chamber also targets resident and visitor attraction through “off-season” events. Promotions held
in winter, spring, and fall months extend direct commerce and business-like activities to
Charlevoix in a more distributed, year-round manner.
Visit Charlevoix:

Visit Charlevoix is the area’s Convention & Visitor’s Bureau, a non-profit business advocacy
organization focused on promoting the hospitality industry in Charlevoix, along with tangent and
interconnected businesses. Visit Charlevoix assists in increasing hotel occupancy rates yearround, both by marketing to potential overnight destination seekers and by partnering with the
DDA and Chamber to advocate for impactful development. CVB activities used by Visit Charlevoix
typically include online marketing (social media, newsletters, and blog posts), radio ad buys,
promotional videos, and print media. The CVB also co-funds events and promotions in the city.
Visit Charlevoix is currently examining strategies or activities to increase the quantity of overnight
visitors in off-season months.
Charlevoix Main Street/Downtown Development Authority:
The Charlevoix Main Street/Downtown Development Authority’s focus, per there website, is to
prevent and correct downtown deterioration, encourage historic preservation, create and
implement development plans, and promote economic growth. Unlike the Chamber of
Commerce or Visit Charlevoix, the DDA is a quasi-governmental entity, serving as an extension of
the City of Charlevoix but doing so in a self-led manner. Also unique, the Main Street DDA serves
to market and represent businesses and infrastructure within a specific geographic region, the
commercial downtown corridor.
The downtown region holds 102 businesses, and the DDA also serves to market the amenities the
area provides, participating in place-promoting activities with the parks (East Park, Veteran’s Park,
Bridge Park), alleys and corridors, and built infrastructure.
The Main Street DDA participates in community marketing through means both direct and
indirect. The DDA actively runs a mobile app, which can inform residents and visitors of the
businesses available, current sales, and promotional events that are occurring. Direct advertising
is purchased in targeted communities in Michigan and the United States, with efforts including
radio ads and billboard rents. Newsletters regarding DDA and business activity in the downtown
provide monthly marketing. The DDA’s indirect efforts put Charlevoix in a prime position to
recruit talent and business as funds are dedicated to infrastructure and capacity improvements,
such as contributing to walkability studies and improvements, or operating business incubators
for new entrepreneurs.
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TARGETED AUDIENCES
Permanent Residents:
Attracting those who will live and support the community through all four seasons should be the
primary target of Charlevoix’s marketing efforts. Permanent residents provide a core bulk of the
labor supply in the City of Charlevoix, which stands on its own through viable manufacturing,
health services, social services, and education industries. However, permanent residents also
provide the important labor in the hospitality, retail, and food services industries, which enables
the city to engage in the lucrative tourism activities that provide successful economic and cultural
impacts for private businesses, residents, property owners, and the city alike.
What Stakeholders Benefit from this Audience:

The City of Charlevoix, Retail Businesses, Food Services, Professional Businesses, Manufacturing
Businesses, Health Services, K-12 Education, Property Sellers and Leasers, Civic Organizations
How to Attract this Group:
Quality Job Opportunities, Park Amenities, Recreation Programing, Quality Education, Varying
Housing Opportunities
Entrepreneurs/Expanding Business Owners:
Important to the economic health of Charlevoix is the quantity and quality of jobs that are offered
in the community. Based on NLEA data, Charlevoix County has a deficit in county-to-county
worker migration, indicating that residents are commuting to other counties at higher rates than
we attract workers. Further, median household income in Charlevoix is significantly lower than
the State of Michigan, and the variety of industries employing residents is likewise far lower. These
factors can be remedied by targeting prospective entrepreneurs or small business owners
seeking greater floor space and larger workforce numbers. The origination of products and
services will increase the over wealth of our city and provide the average resident or worker with
greater disposable incomes that, with opportunities to spent locally, can have a multiplying effect
in our regional economy.
What Stakeholders Benefit from the Audience:
The City of Charlevoix, Retail Businesses, Professional Businesses, Manufacturing Businesses, Year
Round Residents.
How to Attract this Group:
Businesses Incentives, Marketing move-ready and developable commercial, mixed-use, and
industrial properties, Updating Infrastructure to better support business activities.
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TARGETED AUDIENCES
Remote Workers/Young Professionals/High Skill Employees
Important to increasing the variety of job opportunities in Charlevoix is not just readying physical
capacity such as roads, property, and broadband, but increasing the variety of labor stock
business leaders have access to. Development and economic growth is a self-serving cycle; as
Networks Northwest points out, business needs talent, talent needs community, and community
needs businesses. By marketing the amenities Charlevoix is a municipal leader in (small-town
culture, recreation and leisure opportunities, maintained parks and beaches, successful retail and
dining), our community will be not just a viable destination for high educated and earning
professionals, but a competitive one.
What Stakeholders Benefit from this Audience:
The City of Charlevoix, Professional Businesses, Retail Businesses, Food Services, Property Sellers
and Leasers, Civic Organizations
How to Attract this Group:
Updating Infrastructure to better support business activities, increasing housing options,
Increasing employment opportunities
Tourists, Short-Term Visitors, US 31 Traffic
Establishing Charlevoix as a well-rounded community is important to safeguarding meaningful
and lasting community wealth. However, this pursuit should not discard the strength of our
community in the processes. Since the decline of logging, mineral extraction, fishing, and other
industrial activities, Charlevoix has been able to retool and rebrand itself as a premier vacation
destination in Michigan. With beautifully protected natural environments and a downtown culture
that feels like an escape, Charlevoix’s assets provide a strong competitive edge in attracting
dollars from outside the region. But it takes more than just the existence of assets to spawn
tourism, it takes concentrated effort to communicate to those looking for a destination getaway.
Partnerships in advertising, event management, and programming must not only continue with
vigor, but with innovation to stay one step ahead of communities seeking to replicate Charlevoix’s
success.

What Stakeholders Benefit from this Audience:
Year Round Residents, Retail Businesses, Hospitality Businesses, Food Services
How to Attract this Group:
Print and Online Media, Event Planning, Façade Improvements, Technical Assistance to
Businesses in Marketing
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TARGETED AUDIENCES
Seasonal Residents:
Seasonal residents often make the most of their time in Charlevoix’s busy Spring, Summer, and
Fall months. Second home-owners often have larger disposable incomes, and choosing to spend
those dollars in Charlevoix helps contribute to the economically-boosted peak and shoulder
seasons. However, marketing efforts for seasonal residents play out in a different style than what
may occur for other groups. Potential seasonal residents often make their decision to invest in
Charlevoix long before concentrated marketing efforts reach them. Our seasonal residents are
former residents who moved to different areas for professional reasons but cherished their
formative years here enough to continue to stay connected to their hometown. Seasonal residents
can be those who spent several summers or falls here for vacation or work and have decided
(wisely) that the season is better spent here than elsewhere in the state or country. For whatever
reason our seasonal residents decide to stay in Charlevoix for weeks or months of the year, it
should be noted that the community is strong because of their support and investment. As such,
our marketing efforts would be best spent appealing to our seasonal residents to stay longer.
With additional weeks or months in the community, the inflow of spending dollars to local
businesses would help them to hire more members of the community while staying open for
longer periods of the year.
Who Benefits from this Audience:
Year-Round Residents, Hospitality Businesses, Food Services, Health Services, K-12 Education,
Property Sellers and Leasers, Civic Organizations
How to Attract this Group:
Park Amenities, Recreation Programing, Varying Housing Opportunities, Events, Greater Business
Variety
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COMMUNITY IMAGE
In 2017, a5 inc. engaged with over 300 stakeholders to understand what community perceptions
of Charlevoix were held, from both permeant members of the community and from those in
midwestern metropolitan areas who had traveled to Charlevoix. This high-level display of surveys,
interviews, and workshop responses can help those marketing in Charlevoix understand why
residents love our community, and items we can work on to improve recruitment and attraction
activities. Below are the responses with the highest number of mentions.
Resident & Business Interviews
(24 interviews)

What elements contribute the most to What was the reason for your visit to
your quality of life in Charlevoix?
Charlevoix?

What do you like most about
Charlevoix?

1. Low crime

1. Summer vacation

2. Schools

2. Restaurants

3. Familiar

3. To visit family or friends

If money were no object, what would
you try to change or add to
Charlevoix?

4. Special event

1. Small town atmosphere/
community
2. Abundance of recreation
opportunities
3. Views/beauty
What do you like the least, or what
could be improved?
1. Divisive/lack of collaboration
2. Lack of vision/forward thinking
3. Expensive
4. Lack of Jobs

1. Jobs

2. Off-season events
3. Housing that is affordable
Name a community you would like
Charlevoix to aspire to be like.
1. Boyne City

2. Petoskey
What makes Charlevoix different from
3. Traverse City
other surrounding communities, what
makes it unique?
What should the Charlevoix brand
convey?
1. Access to three bodies of water/
water recreation
1. Tight-knit community/friendly/
caring
2. Quality schools
2. Great place to raise a family
3. Downtown/library/hospital
3. Beautiful
In terms of economic development,
what types of businesses do you want 4. Abundant recreation
to attract to Charlevoix?
opportunities/clean water &
environment
1. Industry/clean manufacturing/
business park
Online Survey (213 respondents)
2. Technology
3. Marketing
What are Charlevoix’s greatest assets
when it comes to attracting tourists?

What did you enjoy most about your
visit?
1. Visiting downtown Charlevoix

2. Walking
3. Shopping
4. Watching the sunrise/sunset
Which elements do you consider to be
most important in a place to live?

1. Affordable living arrangements
2. Outdoor recreation
3. A downtown center
4. Low crime rate
5. Quality schools
6. Family or friends nearby
7. Cultural diversity
8. Proximity to a large city
9. Beaches

10. High-paying job opportunities

Where do you typically stay when
visiting Charlevoix?
1. Hotel
2. With family or friends

1. Venetian Festival

3. Motel

2. Water recreation/beaches

4. Second home

3. Schools
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COMMUNITY IMAGE
Business After Hours Chamber of
Commerce Survey
(27 respondents)

What do you want the Charlevoix
brand to make you (or others) think
and feel?

What are your favorite things about
Charlevoix?

1. Winter activities

1. Water/lakes/beach/marina/
harbor
2. Atmosphere
3. People
4. Restaurants/food/bars
What are your least favorite things
about Charlevoix?
1. Traffic/parking

2. Welcoming/Inviting
3. Shops & Businesses open yearround
4. Fun
5. Affordable housing
Community Workshop
(40 attendees)

What is best about Charlevoix?
•

“Natural aesthetic…”

•

“Never more than five minutes
from a sunset or sunrise”

4. Lack of affordable housing

•

“Mt. McSauba…”

5. Not willing to try to new ideas

•

“Access to provisions.”

What makes Charlevoix different from
surrounding communities?

•

“Organic architecture”

•

“Iconic structures: Drawbridge,
Lighthouse”

•

“All ages community”

•

“Locally-owned businesses…”

•

“Gateway to Beaver Island”

•

“Castle Farms”

2. No unique shops
3. Winter/deadness

1. Lakes/water/beaches/marina
access

2. Views
3. Bridge
If money were no object, what would
you change or add to Charlevoix?
1. More housing that is affordable

What could be better?

2. Better traffic flow/wider bridge

•

“Open Doors, and say yes”

3. Update downtown, larger
shopping district, heated
sidewalks

•

“More progressive to attract
younger residents, get word out

If the town were a person, how would
you describe it?
•

“Authentic”

•

“Classic”

What should the Charlevoix brand
make you (and others) think and feel?
•

“I get to live here”

•

“Classic”

•

“Unforgettable”

•

“When are we going back?”

•

Beautiful in so many ways—setting
and people”

4. More youth activities

Conclusion:
Charlevoix’s community image is tied to the natural resources that encompass and surround the
city. Residents love living near the water and parks, and deeply value the resources the
community has built, including the downtown businesses, quality schools, and the library.
Residents also value the warm-spirited nature adopted by those in the community, noting how
welcoming and caring it can be. Residents and businesses are critical about economic factors in
Charlevoix, noting how the community would be more successful with better technology, quality
jobs, and affordable housing. These desired improvements align with the features sought by
those not living in Charlevoix, as noted in the online surveys.
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BRANDING STANDARDS
Branding Standards
Enlisting the help of a5 inc, the City of Charlevoix invested in a modern revamp of its branding
standards. Colors, typography, and logos were selected and created using the community image
surveying data, which translated the feelings and preferences residents have to designs and
standards that best represent our community. Valuing our traditional maritime heritage,
environmental prioritization, strong water based-recreation, and memorable sunsets and
landmarks, our logos evoke the amenities one can expect when visiting or residing in Charlevoix.
The designs are simple and sleek, promoting the city in a minimalist way that let the warm colors
of summer speak for themselves.
The colors associated with the branding of Charlevoix are as follows:
Primary Colors:
Secondary
Colors:

Dark Blue (R0, G70, B104)

Dark Salmon (R202, G82, B98)

Lake Blue (R47, G157, B185)

Yellow (R239, G241, B178)

White (R255, G255, B255)

Light Blue (R180, G220, B231)

Salmon (R249, G150, B150)

Typography is important to convey the welcoming and sincere messaging Charlevoix seeks.
Typography to be used in public documents includes Avenir, Neutra Text, Helvetica, and Raleway.
Seen below, our logo represents the Charlevoix’s historic, yet progressive nature. The image itself
is modern, representing Charlevoix’s ability to not just adapt, but innovate. The depiction within
the logo displays the heart of Charlevoix: picturesque scenes and a preservation of the history
that makes our community great.

Present but not included in this strategy are further logos for varying contexts, such as horizontal
alignment, dark color backgrounds, black and white, and logos specific to varying events or
departments.

City branding is required on all public documents, with rigorous standards to promote the unity
behind our messaging. For more information on our existing branding policy, please email
Lindsey Dotson, Main Street DDA Executive Director, at Lindseyd@charlevoixmi.gov.
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PRIORITY REDEVELOPMENT SITES
Priority Redevelopment Sites Overview
Priority redevelopment sites are select parcels or properties within a community that are not
developed, underdeveloped, underutilized, vacant, or brownfields. These sites can be in any
geographical area of the city, and sites from any zoning district can be selected for priority
redevelopment status. The use of the sites can vary as well, with priority development sites usually
reflecting the development goals of the governing municipality and representing a large
economic impact if fully utilized. As such this status can be conferred to sites that focus on
residential housing, commercial activity, mixed uses, parks, placemaking or industrial purposes.
Determination of priority status can vary from site to site. A site’s priority and importance can
depend on factors such as City Council goals or directive, alignment with future land use and
master plan, developer/investor interest, ease of redevelopment, adaptive reuse, economic
impact of redevelopment, environmental ramifications, geographic location, and other elements
that may be of importance to the city, residents, and businesses.
For more information on Priority Redevelopment Sites, please see view the MEDC’s Online Guide.
Marketing Priority Redevelopment Sites
Marketing sites important to our local economy can occur through a number of different venues
and mediums. With the conclusion and certification of the Redevelopment Ready Community
program through the Michigan Economic Development Corporation, three selected priority
redevelopment sites will be marketed through the MEDC’s website, drawing developer and
investor attention from across the state. These sites will have consistent marketing information,
including packets regarding property information and analysis on the demographics, consumer
spending, housing, talent pool, and more.
Other venues for advertising sites for development include the Chamber of Commerce’s
Available Properties webpage, which displays properties for redevelopment, purchase, and lease
in the Charlevoix area (including the County) and the Charlevoix Main Street Downtown
Development Authority’s Available Property webpage, which markets properties for
redevelopment, purchase, and lease in the Downtown Area of Charlevoix.
A complete package of priority redevelopment sites for the City of Charlevoix can be found on
the City’s Planning and Zoning Page here: [UNDER CONSTRUCTION]

Items to Include When Marketing Priority Redevelopment Sites
Property address

Community contact
Information

State Equalized Value

Economic incentives

At least one picture of the
site

Zoning

Utilities on site

GIS information

Rendering, if applicable

Lot size

Wired broadband
infrastructure

Surrounding amenities

Owner contact information

Building size

Community vision

All other relevant
information
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MARKETING GAP ANALYSIS
Marketing a community can only be a successful venture when all partners know the impacts and
limitations of their combined efforts. To better understand the community marketing that was
occurring at a macro level, the Charlevoix City Manager, Mark Heydlauff, Charlevoix Main Street
Downtown Development Director, Lindsey Dotson, Chamber of Commerce President, Sarah
Hagen, and Convention & Visitor’s Bureau Executive Director, Amanda Wilkin, formulated a list of
their activities that are successful, need improvement, and are no longer viable, in addition to
detailing activities that would be beneficial to bring to Charlevoix. Below are the results of their
inventory.

MARKETING
GAP ANALYSIS

How the
Organization
Promotes
Charlevoix

City of
Charlevoix

City of Charlevoix
Main Street
Downtown
Development
Authority

Improving Business
Climate (Utilities,
Incentives,
Regulation)

Match on Main
Design Assistance

Place-making

Available Properties

Infrastructure
maintenance

Advertising in NW MI

Programming
Brochures &
Recreation Guides
Cooperative
agreements
Social Media/
Website Presence

Façade Grants

Market Research &
Analysis
Print Ads, Brochures,
Maps

Business Directories
Mobile Application
Social Media/ Website
Presence
Business Highlights

What the
Redevelopment/
Retention/
Organization
Expansion
Could
Housing Availability
Improve
Workforce
Attraction
Upon

Strategic Recruitment
Success Stories & Case
Studies

Incentive Packaging

Programs or
Initiatives to
be Added
Programs to
be Evaluated

Cohesive Goal
Setting for
Development

Housing/Downtown/
Entrepreneurial
Development
Extended Financing
Addressing Vacant
Storefronts

Event Coordination

Home Share

Group Tours

Business Recruitment

Charlevoix Area
Chamber of
Commerce

Visit Charlevoix

Business Directories First Impression & Visitor
Guides
Social Media/Website
Presence
Extensive Social Media/
Website Presence
Promotional Videos
(Youtube, Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook)
Visitor Guide/
Information Access
Radio/Billboard/Social
Media Ad Buys across
Available Properties
U.S.
Weekly Newsletter/Biz
Partnership with Pure
Blast/
Michigan
Networking and
Activity & Travel Blog
Community Events
Promotion and
Tradeshows
Advocacy for Hotels and
Event Sponsorships
Dining
Alliance Involvement
Travel Planner & Maps
& Advocacy

Success Stories &
Case Studies
Cohesive plan/ event
teams

Business relocation
packet
Extended Inclusion of
Marketing and
Economic
Development Partners

Visitor Education

Ask a Local Campaign
Local Video Series
Community Education

Home Share
Downtown/Visitor Balance

N/A

Love Where You Live
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MARKETING ACTION PLAN
The Action Plan provides a broad overview of the steps necessary to completing our marketing
projects. It should be noted that these steps are prospective, pend financial allocation or city
capacity, and may require City Council or DDA approval. The year these are expected to be
completed are listed after each of the steps, but should be viewed as estimations/goals. The
action plan below is for the City of Charlevoix. Should the nature of our goals, projects, or
individual steps change, the differences will be reflected in the yearly updates of this Marketing
Strategy.
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